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What we can learn about single photons in a two-photon interference experiment

D. V. Strekalov,* T. B. Pittman,† and Y. H. Shih
University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Baltimore, Maryland 21228

~Received 18 November 1996!

We report a two-photon interference experiment in which a single-photon wave-packet concept fails to give
a correct prediction, but the two-photon wave-packet, orbiphoton, concept is helpful. Based on our experi-
ment, we argue that single-photon wave-packet information available from two-photon measurement is limited.
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Two-photon interferometry is a powerful tool to study th
fundamental problems of quantum theory. For example,
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen problem@1# is believed to be re-
solvable by testing Bell’s inequality@2# and the Greenberger
Horne-Zeilinger theorem@3# in two-photon or multiphoton
interference experiments. Two-photon interferometry a
has broad applications in practical areas such as quan
cryptography@4#, metrology@5#, and potentially in quantum
computing@6#.

It is important to understand the physics of two-phot
interferometry correctly. What is the difference between tw
photon phenomena and phenomena involving two photo
In general, what information is available from two-photo
experiments? We wish to address these questions by re
ing a different two-photon interference experiment. In th
experiment, it is clear that an explanation based on a sin
photon wave-packet concept is misleading and only a t
photon wave-packet concept can give a satisfactory un
standing.

First, let us review a typical two-photon interferomet
@7,8# illustrated in Fig. 1. The entangledsignal and idler
photon pair generated in spontaneous parametric do
conversion~SPDC! @9,10# is mixed by a 50-50 beam splitte
~BS! and detected by two detectorsD1 and D2 for coinci-
dences. Balancing the signal and idler path lengths by p
tioning the beam splitter, one can observe a ‘‘dip’’ in coi
cidences that indicates destructive interference. This dip
been studied in various aspects@11#.

Understanding of this experiment is often based on
single-photon picture: When pathlengths are exactly eq
the signal and idler wave packets overlap on the beam s
ter and interference occurs. The shape of the dip is de
mined by temporal convolution of two single-photon wa
packets and therefore provides information about them.

Although leading to numerically correct predictions f
several other experiments, this mental picture is not ge
ally true. To show this, let us consider the experiment illu
trated in Fig. 2. When the BS position isx50, the idler
arm’s length isL0. The signal channel has two paths: O
path length isLs and the other isLl such thatLl2L05L0
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2Ls[DL@lcoh, where l coh is the coherence length of th
down-conversion beams. Because of this condition ther
no interference modulation in the single detector count
rates, which remain fairly constant.

Based on the concept of interference arising from the te
poral overlap of two single-photon wave packets, dips
expected to appear for two positions of the beam splittex
56DL/2. In these two cases the idler photon has a 5
chance to overlap with the signal one. This partial dist
guishability results in the contrast of these two dips sho
be at most 1/2. Whenx50 there is no overlap and the tem
poral convolution of the signal and idler wave packets
zero. Moreover, the detectors fire at random: In 50% of
joint detectionsD1 fires ahead ofD2 by t5DL/c; in the
other 50% the opposite happens@12#. So no interference is
expected in this case according to this single-photon conc

Figure 3 shows the experimental result, which is qu
different. We observe a high contrast interference dip in
middle (x50). In addition, the dip can turn to a peak if th
experimental conditions are changed~Fig. 3!. The transition
from the dip to the peak depends onf[4pDL/l, wherel
is the central signal wavelength. Fixingx50 and varyingf
we observe a nice fringe~Fig. 4! corresponding to the tran
sition from the dip to the peak in the center of Fig. 3.

To explain the observed effects, let us have a sim
quantum-mechanical calculation that will provide a basis
the two-photon wave packet concept. An average coin
dence counting rate on the time intervalT is given by@13#

4

ns

FIG. 1. Typical two-photon interferometer. The signal and id
from spontaneous parametric down-conversion are mixed b
beam splitter BS and detected by detectorsD1 andD2 for coinci-
dences.
567 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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dT1dT2uC~ t1 ,t2!u2, ~1!

whereE1,2
6 are positive- and negative-frequency component

of field at detectorD1 or D2, respectively, andt i[Ti

2 l i /c,i 51,2, whereTi are detection times andl i are optical
path lengths. The entangled state of the SPDC pairuC& has
the form ~see, e.g.,@10#!

FIG. 2. Scheme of our experiment. In contrast with Fig. 1, ther
are two optical pathsLl andLs in the signal beam. The idler path
length isL0.

FIG. 3. Observed coincidence counting rate as a function of th
beam-splitter position~in millimeters!. The triple dip-peak pattern
corresponds to different phasesf50,p/2, and p ~triangles, dia-
monds, and circles, respectively!. The side dips do not change sig-
nificantly, while the central part changes from dip to peak. The raw
data are fitted according to the theoretical predictions of Eq.~5!.
s

uC&5E dvpF~vp!d3k d3k8d„vp2vs~kW !2v i~kW8!…

3D~kW p2kW2kW8!as
†~kW !ai

†~kW8!u0&,

where the subscriptss, i , and p represent the signal, idler
and pump modes, respectively; integration with respec
the pump frequencyvp is done over the pump spectrum
F(vp); all constants and slow functions of the integrati
variables are absorbed inF(vp). D(kp

W2kW2k8W ) takes into
account the finite size of the interaction region; for an infin
interaction region it is a trued function.

The two-dimensional functionC(t1 ,t2) in Eq. ~1! is
called aneffective two-photon wave function, or a biphoton
@10#. This is a quantum-mechanical probability amplitude f
the ‘‘click-click’’ event: DetectorD1 fires atT1 and detector
D2 fires at T2. For further convenience, we will introduc
t15t11t2 and t25t12t2, so Eq.~1! becomes

Rc~x,f!}
1

TE E dT2dT1uC~ t2 ,t1!u2, ~2!

where the integrals are taken over the same detection
intervals as in Eq.~1!.

From Fig. 2 we see that two distinct events can happ
Either detectorD1 fires ahead of detectorD2 by time t
[DL/c or D2 fires ahead ofD1 by the same timet. Al-
though distinguishable in principle, these events are not
criminated by our coincidence circuit because its time w
dow is much greater than 2t. Therefore, our experiment doe
not involve any postselection.

The first kind of event happens either when the retard
part of the signal amplitude is transmitted toD2 and the idler
is transmitted toD1 or when the advanced part of the sign
amplitude is reflected toD1 and the idler is reflected toD2.
Similarly, the second event happens either when the reta
part of the signal amplitude is reflected toD1 and the idler is
reflected toD2 or when the advanced part of the signal a
plitude is transmitted toD2 and the idler is transmitted toD1.

e FIG. 4. ‘‘Peak-dip’’ transition of the central partx50 of Fig. 3
as a function off.
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These four biphoton amplitudes are conveniently represe
by Feynman-type diagrams in Fig. 5.

In all cases t25T26t and t15T12Tl ,s ,Tl ,s
[(Ll ,s1L0)/c; however, the ‘‘plus’’ or ‘‘minus’’ sign oft
and independently ‘‘l ’’ or ‘‘ s’’ is randomly realized in each
trial. Therefore, the sum of the four amplitudes shown in F
5 is

C~ t2 ,t1!5A~T22t,T12Tl !1A~T22t,T12Ts!

1A~T21t,T12Ts!1A~T21t,T12Tl !,

~3!

where each amplitude has the form@10,16#

A~ t2 ,t1!5A0exp$2s1
2 t1

2 %exp$2s2
2 t2

2 %e2 ipct1 /lp.
~4!

Note that in Eq.~4! there aretwo coherence times 1/s1

and 1/s2 that can be said to localize the biphoton int1 and
t2 directions, respectively. This is the essence of the tw
photon wave-packet concept. In our experiments2

5c/2l coh @14#. It is a short coherence time: 1/s2,DL/c. On
the contrary, the other coherence time is very long becau
is linked to coherence length of the cw pump@10,16#: s1

5c/2A2l pcoh@DL/c. Thus the first exponent in Eq.~4! goes
to unity and we consider the amplitudes in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b! @first two terms of Eq.~3!# and also those in Figs. 5~c!
and 5~d! @last two terms of Eq.~3!# overlapping in botht1

and t2 directions. When we substitute Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!
and integrate overdT2 , the result breaks up into three di

FIG. 5. ~a! and ~b! are two amplitudes to detect a photon pa
such thatD1 fires ahead ofD2; ~c! and~d! are two amplitudes to ge
a detection in the reversed order.
ed

.

-

it

joint intervals ofx where interference effects are present,
complete agreement with our experiment@16#:

Rc}12 cosf expH 2
x2

l coh
2 J 2

1

2
expH 2S x2DL/2

l coh
D 2J

2
1

2
expH 2S x1DL/2

l coh
D 2J . ~5!

Settingf to be subsequently equal top, 0, andp/2 and
varying the relative delayx we observe respectively a pea
dip or flat coincidence rateRc distribution in the center (x
50). These three cases are shown in Fig. 3. The separa
between dips is equal toDL and the width of all dips is equa
to l coh . It is interesting to notice that the side dips do n
depend onf ~within the experimental error!. They corre-
spond to the second and third terms of Eq.~5!, that is, to only
one of the signal paths ‘‘working.’’

The real experimental setup was the following. We use
3-mm-longb-barium borate~BBO! crystal for cw-pumped
type-I SPDC. The central signal and idler wavelengthsls
5l i5l5702 nm were equal to twice of the pump wav
lengthlp . Both signal and idler were polarized in the hor
zontal direction and propagated at about 3.7° from the pu
beam. A rod of birefringent material~crystal quartz! oriented
at 45° with respect to the signal polarization is inserted i
the signal channel. Its function is to provideLl andLs for the
signal. Variation of the phasef is achieved by a Pockels ce
aligned with the quartz rod. A polarizer after the Pockels c
recovers the initial polarization@17#. The large-scale optica
delay in the longer arm with respect to the shorter one
equal toLl2Ls52DL5DnL'360 mm, whereDn is bire-
fringence andL is the length of the quartz rod. The cohe
ence lengthl coh of both the signal and idler is determined b
the bandwidth of the interference filters placed in front of t
detectors. For 3-nm full width at half maximum filters,l coh
'160 mm is much shorter than the delay 2DL. The detec-
tors are photon-counting avalanche photodiodes. The ou
pulses are brought to a coincidence circuit with a 10-ns
ceptance window.

To conclude, we have demonstrated that the single-pho
wave-packet concept is not always appropriate for tw
photon interference measurements. The observed effect
described by the interference ofbiphoton amplitudesof the
click-click event caused by an entangled photon pair. The
fore, its pattern carries only information concerning the
photon. In other words, observing coincidence counts,
measure onlyconditional probability distributions for any
individual photon, that is, a probability of a single-photo
detection~which serves to measure a value of its observab
e.g., phase delay or polarization! conditioned on a similar
measurement result for its conjugate component. If the s
of the studied two-photon system is entangled, which is n
direct product of two single-photon states, then two-pho
effects are not necessarily the effects of two~single! photons
and may not reflect their individual properties.

We thank M. H. Rubin and Augusto Garrucio for helpf
discussions.
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